2002 toyota tacoma owners manual

You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account. Find
your Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto
Rico can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to uncover all you need to know
about your Toyota, from warranties on replacement parts to manuals for unique vehicle needs.
No Owner's Manuals were found for your. No Accessories, Audio or Navigation manuals were
found for your. No warranty information was found for your. But it doesn't stop there. Emissions
Coverage 1 Coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. For Toyota hybrid
vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original
date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and
conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance
Guide for details. We are proud to announce a significant enhancement to our Hybrid Battery
Warranty. Starting with the model year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased
from 8 years or , miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or , miles whichever comes first. This
enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and
reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.
Toyota Genuine Parts are built to the highest standards of quality, durability and performance.
Most have month coverage, and there aren't many, if any, companies that offer a longer
guarantee. For accessories purchased after the new vehicle purchase, the coverage is 12
months, regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was installed on the vehicle, or the
remainder of any applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever provides greater coverage, with
the exception of car covers. Car covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase
and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota
Certified Used Vehicle is put through a point quality insurance inspection, with each Used
Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost
maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. Learn more about features and functionalities
for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior components, we've got you covered. We've got
the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your
Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and
warranty information are the keys to quality maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt
down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota service manual. From warranties on Toyota
replacement parts to details on features, Toyota Owners manuals help you find everything you
need to know about your vehicle, all in one place. Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty
information help with questions about your vehicle specifications and maintenance schedules.
Plus, learn more about what your Toyota warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota
warranty information helps you identify your unique vehicle needs as well as plan future service
visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your Toyota ride free of charge using our Toyota Owners
manual free download option. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join
now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF. Show Less. More To
Explore. ToyotaCare Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan
with hour roadside assistance. How-To Videos Learn more about features and functionalities for
your vehicle. Learn More. Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the perfect parts and accessories
made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Service Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota.
Keys to Quality Maintenance. Read More. Additional Resources. Countless reasons to join.
Create an account and get the most out of your Toyota today. Quick Links. Table of Contents.
Instrument panel overview. Instrument cluster overview. Indicator symbols on the instrument
panel. Automobile Toyota Tacoma Owner's Manual pages. Instrument cluster 2. Center vents 3.
Personal lights or interior light 4. Side vents 5. Rear view mirror remote control levers 6. Glove
box 7. Power door lock switches 8. Power window switches 9. Headlight and turn signal switch
2. Wiper and washer switches 3. Emergency flasher switch 4. Passenger airbag manual onâ€”off
switch 5. Air conditioning controls 6. Car audio 7. Ashtray 8. Cigarette lighter 9. Power outlets
Engine coolant temperature gauge 4. Speedometer 7. Odometer and two trip meters 2.
Tachometer 5. Fuel gauge 3. Service reminder indicators and 6. Engine coolant temperature
gauge 3. Speedometer 5. Fuel gauge 2. Service reminder indicators and 4. Side doors. Page
Keys To unlock: Turn the key backward. To lock: Push the switch on the front side. To unlock:
Push the switch on the rear side. All the doors lock or unlock simultaneous- All the doors
cannot be unlocked with the power door lock switch by the following cases Along with the
proper use of seat belts, locking the doors helps prevent the driver and passengers from being
thrown out from the ve- hicle during an accident. The window will fully open. Always make sure
the heads, hands and other parts of the bodies of all occupants are kept completely in- side the
vehicle before you close the power windows. To lower the tailgate fully, release the To open the
hood: support brackets from lugs The support cables will hold the tailgate 1. Pull the hood lock
release lever. The shown. In front of the vehicle, pull up the 3. Hold the hood open by inserting

the auxiliary catch lever and lift support rod into the slot. Before closing the hood, check to see
that you have not forgotten any tools, rags, etc. Type Aâ€” is on the left side of your vehicle. To
open the fuel filler door, pull the door toward out as shown. Type Bâ€” To open the fuel filler
door, insert the key and turn it counterclockwise. Page Detachable Moon Roof Never attempt to
remove the moon several times. If the indicator lamp does roof panel while driving. Otherwise,
not go off, contact your Toyota dealer as the panel may become a hazard by soon as possible.
Pull the handle down while pushing 2. Push in the retaining spring arms as on the handle while
pushing in one of in one of the lock buttons. Push back the auxiliary catch to re- 1. Insert the flat
hinges of the moon 2. Press in the retaining spring arms lease it from the hook. Then lift the
roof panel into the cutouts on the and insert them into the holes. To install: Hang the two hinges
of the sun shade panel onto the hooks pro- vided. Front seats. Then slide the seat to the desired
position with slight body pressure and release the lever. After putting back the seat, 4. To
prevent the seat from damaging, To raise: Pull it up. If they need cleaning, use a mild soap
Persons should ride in their seats solution or lukewarm water. Never use bleach, dye, or
abrasive clean- properly wearing their Page 32 If the seat belt does not function normally,
immediately contact your Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat until the seat belt is fixed. It cannot
protect an adult occupant or your child from injury. Keep the lap belt positioned as low on hips
as possible. Page 34 If the seat belt does not function normally, immediately contact your Keep
as low on hips as possible Toyota dealer. It cannot Sit up straight and well back in the Page 35
Toyota dealer free of charge. Please contact your local Toyota dealer so that the dealer can
order the proper re- quired length for the extender. Bring the heaviest coat you expect to wear
for prop- er measurement and selection of length. Page 36 If the seat belt does not function
normally, immediately contact your Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat To connect the extender
to the seat until the seat belt is fixed. Page 38 Contact your Toyota dealer sult in death or
serious injury. Your vehicle is equipped with a crash sensing and diagnostic module, which will
In the following cases, contact your Toyota The SRS Supplemental Restraint Sys- record the
use of the seat belt restraint Then a chemical reaction in the inflators quickly fills the Hitting a
curb, Falling into or airbags with nonâ€”toxic gas to help restrain edge of pavement jumping
over a the forward motion of the occupants. Page 44 As to Xtraâ€” tems. The front seat
occupants can be killed or seriously injured by the models, Toyota recommends inflating
airbags if they do not wear that all infants and children be placed in the rear seat of the ve- the
available seat belts properly. Page 47 Contact your winches or any other equipment to Toyota
dealer as soon as possible to the front end service the vehicle. In the following cases, contact
your Toyota The SRS Supplemental Restraint Sys- dealer as soon as possible: tem airbags are
designed to provide further protection for the driver and CAUTION The driver or front passenger
who is too close to the steering wheel or dashboard during airbag deployment can be killed or
seriously injured. Then a chemical vehicle buckles. Page 52 Toyota tems. The front seat
occupants can be killed or seriously injured by the strongly recommends that all in- inflating
airbags if they do not wear Page 54 Toyota dealer. Such changes can in- wheel, column cover,
front passen- terfere with proper operation of the ger airbag cover, front passenger SRS airbag
system in some cases. Page 55 Contact your The front of the vehicle shaded in the Toyota
dealer as soon as possible to ser- illustration was involved in an accident vice the vehicle. If
your driving position is not satisfactory, or the child restraint system interferes with your
driving, install it at another posi- tion. Page 62 Contact your Toyota dealer immediately. Do not
1. Run the center lap belt through or use the child restraint seat until the around the infant seat
following the seat belt is fixed. While pressing the infant seat firmly 3. Page 66 Contact your
Toyota dealer immediately. Run the center lap belt through or 2. While pressing convertible seat
use the child restraint seat until the around the convertible seat following firmly against the seat
cushion and seat belt is fixed. Xtraâ€”cab models : Raise the bottom cushion before instalPush and pull the child restraint sys- ling the child restraint system. Never install a
rearâ€”facing child re- seat, turn the passenger airbag manual straint system on the right front
seat Page 70 2. Fully extend the shoulder belt to put it 3. While pressing the infant seat firmly
Toyota dealer immediately. Do not in the lock mode. When the belt is against the seat cushion
and seatback, use the child restraint seat until the Page 74 2. While pressing convertible seat
Toyota dealer immediately. When the belt is firmly against the seat cushion and use the child
restraint seat until the The belt will ing position only. Push and pull the child restraint sys- move
freely again and be ready to tem in different directions to be sure Page 77 Contact your A Infant
seat Toyota dealer immediately. Do not B Convertible seat use the seat until the seat belt is C
Booster seat fixed. Install the child restraint system following the instructions provided by its
manufac- turer. Page 82 Contact your Toyota dealer immediately. Do not 2. An infant seat is
used in rearâ€”facing position only. Page 84 Contact your 1. Run the lap and shoulder belt
through Toyota dealer immediately. Do not Do not put a rearâ€”facing child re- or around the

infant seat following the use the seat until the seat belt is straint system in the rear seat if it
instructions provided by its manufactur- fixed. When the belt is against the seat cushion and
seatback, then retracted even slightly, it cannot let the shoulder belt retract as far as Push and
pull the child restraint sys- be extended. Run the lap and shoulder belt through A
forwardâ€”facing child restraint sys- Do not put a rearâ€”facing child re- or around the
convertible seat following should allowed straint system in the rear seat if it instructions
provided installed on the front seat only Page 88 2. When the belt is firmly against the seat
cushion and use the seat until the seat belt is Fail- ure to do so could reduce the amount of
protection in an accident and cause serious injuries in a col- Move seat Page 91 Contact your
Toyota dealer immediately. Regular cab with bench seat 2. To remove the child restraint system,
press the buckleâ€”release button and al- low the belt to retract. Make sure the top strap is
securely latched, and check that the child restraint system is secure by push- ing and pulling it
in different direc- tions. Pull the seatback release lever and 3. Fix the child restraint system with
swing the seatback forward slightly, the seat belt and tighten the top 1. Remove passenger head
then latch the hook onto the anchor strap. Make sure the top strap is securely latched, and
check that the child restraint system is secure by push- ing and pulling it in different direc Front
outside positionâ€” Follow the procedure below for a child Upper anchor Follow all the
installation instructions provided by its manufacturer. Front center positionâ€” It may cause the
driver to mishandle the vehicle and an accident may occur resulting in death or serious injuries. It may cause the driver to mishandle the vehicle and an accident may occur resulting in
death or serious injuries. It may cause the the sun visor when the visor is in the driver to
mishandle the vehicle and position 1. Emergency flashers. To turn the lights on again, turn the
position 1. Pull the lever to- turn signal lever up or down to position All the turn signal lights will
flash. Front light regular cab models To adjust the brightness of the instru- ment panel lights,
turn the knob. If the windshield wipers are off, they will operate a couple of times after the
washer squirts. This will help prevent the washer fluid from freezing on your windshield, which
can block your vision. Engine coolant temperature gauge. Page Fuel Gauge Fill the fuel tank
immediately. The indicator lamp goes off after driving several times. If the indicator lamp does
not go off, contact your Toyota dealer as soon as possible. To reset the trip meter A to zero, display the meter A reading, then push Fasten seat belt. It may ruin the engine. If the light does not
go off, call a SRS warning light goes off after about Toyota dealer or qualified repair shop for 6
seconds. To restore the park function, shift the assistance. Automatic transmission. If
downshift the transmission by pushing and the engine coolant temperature is low or releasing
overdrive switch, Bring the vehicle to a complete stop. Always use the brake pedal or For
ordinary driving, Toyota recommends parking brake. The If it is difficult to shift into reverse, put
vehicle must be stopped. The gaged by the shifting operations de- vehicle must be stopped. Do
not lock the differential until the wheels have stopped spinning. CAUTION Otherwise, the
vehicle may move in an unexpected direction when the Do not keep driving with the differendifferential lock is engaged, result When you release it, the vehicle will return to the speed set
prior to the acceleration. To crank the engine without depressing the clutch pedal, push the
switch with the ignition on. Using your audio system. Page Using your audio systemâ€”
Reference â€”Some basics This section describes some of the basic features on Toyota audio
systems. Some information may not pertain to your sys- tem. Page On models with the compact
disc auto ing your Toyota through an automatic the treble, midrange and bass levels. In
changer, next disc will be played from car wash. Page When the audio is set into compact disc If
the malfunction is not rectified, take The display will show the range from operation, the display
shows the track or, your vehicle to your Toyota dealer. You can either scan all the frequencies
on will scan all the tracks on the disc you a band or scan only the preset stations Page After the
end of the tape is reached, TUNE Tuning the player will automatically reverse Your Toyota has
an electronic tuning radio sides and start playing the other side. Turn the knob clockwise to
step up There must be at least 3 seconds of blank the frequency. Page If the malfunction is not
rectified, take sound balance between the front and rear, track and disc number currently being
your vehicle to your Toyota dealer. Turn the knob clockwise to step up the amount of channel
separation to prev- the frequency. Page If the malfunction is not rectified, take track and disc
number currently being The display will show the range from your vehicle to your Toyota dealer.
Turn the knob clockwise to step up feature will be turned off. Fadingâ€”AM broadcasts are
reflected by Lowâ€”quality cassette tapes can cause the upper atmosphereâ€”especially at
night. Be sure to operate the player correctly as instructed. Air flow selector settings. Air intake
selector 3. Air flow selector 4. Temperature selector 5. This is to Turn the knob to adjust the fan
speedâ€”to clean up the front view more quickly. To turn the air conditioning off, press the
button again. Air intake selector Press the button to select the air source. This vents the hot air,
allowing the air conditioning to cool the interior more quickly. The side vents may be opened or

closed as shown. Cigarette lighter and ashtray. If the time is between â€”, the time will change
to When finished with your cigarette, thor- Inserting a foreign object other than oughly
extinguish it in the ashtray to pre- the appropriate plug that fits the vent other cigarette butts
from catching Pull up on the lock release lever and open the lid. This box is equipped with a
coin holder and a cassette tape holder. To use the cup holder, raise the folding table under the
rightâ€”rear seat. Stand the table by compressing and turning down the table legs. To use the
cup holder, pull it out. If your ve- hicle was not equipped with the screws at delivery, contact
your Toyota dealer. Page Break-In Period To help prevent gas station mixâ€”ups, your strike
objects, etc. This may cause to the future economy and long life of Toyota has a smaller fuel
tank opening. Page Toyota, be sure that it has an octane than stated above will cause persistent
The WWFC consists of three categories rating no lower than It will cause fuel sys- laws. If you
hit something, cause the engine to misfire, creat- dealer knows your vehicle and its or notice a
change in the sound of ing an excessive load on the threeâ€” When judging the amount of oil
con- pying the rear cargo area when it Therefore, it brake system warning light may come on.
They do not indicate a malfunc- function is in action, you may feel the Do not pump the brake
pedal if the tion of the system: brake pedal pulsating and hear a noise. Driving over the steps
such as the overestimate antiâ€”lock joints on the road. Contact your tor damage can result if
the pads are not Toyota dealer as soon as possible to replaced when necessary. Page Step Side
Beds For models equipped with step side This is the primary identification number beds: for
your Toyota. It is used in registering the ownership of your vehicle. Do not allow more than one
person to get on the side step. Do not exceed the maximum weight limit of kg lb. It can cause
dangerous handling charac- teristics, resulting in loss of control. Summer tires Do not mix
summer and all season Summer tires are highâ€”speed capability tires on your vehicle as this
can tires best suited to highway driving under cause dangerous handling charac- dry
conditions. How to start the engine. Check the area around the vehicle be- 1. Apply the parking
brake firmly. Before starting the engine, be sure to fol- fore entering it. Page Tips For Driving In
Various Conditions Other- work safely, pull to the side of the road wise, the impact could cause
severe and call a Toyota dealer for assistance. Fourâ€”wheel drive modelsâ€”Toyota rec- When
parking on a hill, turn the front ommends not using fourâ€”wheel drive on If they are sure your
driving enjoyment and to help Before driving off, make sure that wet, your vehicle will require a
Page Dinghy Towing Ask your Keep ice and snow from accumulating local Toyota dealer for
further details be- under the fenders. Page Gross signed for the total trailer weight. Grip the
bottom of The trailer could hit your vehicle in a Check that your vehicle remains level the
steering wheel and move your hand tight turn. If you have Keep front wheels in proper it easy. It
will help make your vehicle last a long wait and you are not in traffic, alignment. Your power
steering and brake booster will not function with- out the engine running. Also, the emission
control system operates properly only when the engine is run- ning. If your engine stalls while
driving. If the light is out, dim or goes out If the engine still will not start, it needs when the
starter is cranked, the battery adjustment or repair. Call a Toyota dealer is discharged. You may
try jump start- or qualified repair shop for assistance. If the booster battery is installed in
battery will explode if a flame or sult from battery explosion, acid burns, another vehicle, make
sure the vehicles spark is brought near. Make the cable connections in the or- c. Read the
following instructions thor- 4. If the engine drive belt is broken or the soon as possible at your
Toyota dealer. Call a Toyota dealer for as- sistance. To remove the spare tire: To remove: Turn
the joint in direction 1 1. Insert the end of the jack handle into until the jack is free. Get the
required tools and spare tire. Insert the end of the jack handle exten- 2. Block the wheel
diagonally opposite sion into the lowering screw and turn the flat tire to keep the vehicle from it
counterclockwise with the handle, rolling when it is jacked up. Loosen all the wheel nuts.
Always loosen the wheel nuts before rais- 3. Remove the wheel ornament. Pry off the wheel
ornament, using the Turn the wheel nuts counterclockwise to beveled end of the wheel nut
wrench as loosen. Position the jack at the correct jack point as shown. Make sure the jack is
positioned on a level and solid place. Remove the wheel nuts and change Before putting on
wheels, remove any cor- 8. Reinstall all the wheel nuts finger tires. Lower the vehicle completely
and tighten the wheel nuts. Regular cab modelsâ€”Turn the jack handle counterclockwise to
lower the vehicle. Xtraâ€”cab and double cab modelsâ€”Turn the jack handle extension
counterclock- wise with handle to lower the vehicle, making sure the handle remains firmly
fitted onto the jack handle extension. Check the air pressure of the re- a Towing with wheel lift
type truckâ€” a Towing with wheel lift type truckâ€” placed tire. Adjust the air pressure to the
specification â€”From front â€”From front designated in Section 8. In From frontâ€” If you do a
Towing with wheel lift type truck truck not use a towing dolly, place the ignition From frontâ€”
Page If towing is necessary, we recommend gency towing eyelet and towing cable you to have it
done by your Toyota or chain. The eyelet and towing cable dealer or a commercial tow truck

ser- or chain may break and cause serious vice. Page If towing is necessary, we recommend
gency towing hook and towing cable you to have it done by your Toyota or chain. The hook and
towing cable dealer or a commercial tow truck ser- or chain may break and cause serious vice.
Page If the towing vehicle can hardly move, do not forcibly continue the towing. Contact your
Toyota dealer or a commercial tow truck service for assistance. Tow the vehicle as straight
ahead as possible. Page If You Cannot Shift Automatic Transmission Selector Lever If you
cannot shift automatic If you lose your keys transmission selector lever You can purchase a
new key at your Toyota dealer if you can give them the key number. Washing and waxing your
Toyota. Page Now, it is up to you. Proper more harm than good to simply wet the High ambient
temperatures can cause care of your Toyota can help ensure longâ€” mud and debris without
removing them. Wa- Washing your Toyota 1. Rinse off loose dirt with a hose. Re- ter and dirt
can accumulate under the move any mud or road salt from the Page If you have any questions
about the as benzine, alcohol or gasoline or cleaning of your Toyota, your local alkaline or acid
solutions for clean- Toyota dealer will be pleased to answer leather these could them. General
maintenance. Page And if any either by yourself or a qualified technician, problems should arise
with your vehicle or if you prefer, your Toyota dealer will be while under warranty, your Toyota
dealer pleased to do them at a nominal cost. Page Section 7. Tighten vehicle to your Toyota
dealer or a quali- them if necessary. If you are a skilled doâ€”itâ€”yourself mechan- fied service
shop immediately. It is recom Page Be on the alert for changes in perfor- If you notice any of
these clues, take your mance, sounds, and visual tipâ€”offs that vehicle to your Toyota dealer
as soon as Make sure the electrolyte level of all bat- indicate service is needed. Some imporpossible. Page Toyota dealer comes on. In this case, your vehicle may to prepare the vehicle for
reâ€”testing. Fuse locations. Engine oil filler cap 2. Engine oil level dipstick 3. Power steering
fluid reservoir 4. Brake fluid reservoir 5. Fuse block 6. Battery 7. Engine coolant reservoir 8.
Brake fluid reservoir 3. Fuse block 4. Battery 5. Engine coolant reservoir 6. Engine oil level
dipstick 7. Condenser 8. Radiator 9. Power steering fluid reservoir This section gives
instructions only for those items that are relatively easy for an owner to perform. As explained
in Section 6, there are still a number of items that must be done by a qualified technician with
special tools. Checking the engine coolant level. Type A haust manifold. Check the oil level on
the dipstick once again after adding the oil. Reinstall the reservoir cap d. Remove the reservoir
cap again and If cold add look at the fluid level. If the fluid is If cold O. Never exceed the cargo
weight rat- The tires on your Toyota have builtâ€”in ing. The luggage weight should be distread wear indicators to help you know tributed evenly. Page Rotating Tires Any tires which are
over 6 years old must be checked by a qualified techni- Toyota recommends all four tires, or at
cian even if damage is not obvious. For scheduled main- when driving on snow or ice. Page
Replacing Wheels Correct replacement wheels are available When driving with chains installed,
at your Toyota dealer. Slow down before entering the curves to A wheel of a different size or
type may avoid losing control of the vehicle. Page Aluminum Wheel Precautions km miles.
When using tire chains, be careful not to damage the aluminum wheels. Use only the Toyota
wheel nuts and wrench designed for your aluminum wheels. When balancing your wheels, use
only Toyota balance weights or equivalent and a plastic or rubber hammer. Battery recharging
precautions. The battery produces flammable and explosive hydrogen gas. Page Battery
Recharging Precautions Charging necessary. Clear or Have battery Never recharge the battery
while the light engine is running. Also, be sure all checked by your yellow accessories are
turned off. The location of the pullâ€”out tool is shown in the illustration. If you are not sure
whether the fuse has blown, try replacing the suspected fuse with one that you know is good.
Page Adding Washer Fluid Add washer gain access to the bulbs. When replacing tem. Have
your Toyota dealer correct it as fluid. Backâ€”up lights License plate lights High mounted
stoplight Interior light Regular cab â€” â€” Xtraâ€”cab and double cab Personal lights â€” Page
Make sure the rubber cover fits snugly on hole. Aiming is not necessary after replacing the
bulb. When aiming adjustment is nec- essary, contact your Toyota dealer. Outer side screws 45
mm 1. Use a Phillipsâ€”head screwdriver. Regular cab models Xtraâ€”cab models Regular cab
models Xtraâ€”cab models Double cab models Overall length BTâ€”33â€”73F used belt , lbf: qt.
Page 5VZâ€”FE engine ACC 15 A: Cigarette lighter, clock, power rear view mirrors, backâ€”up
lights, automatic t
single phase motor wiring diagram with capacitor start
ford f250 fuel pump relay
2004 dodge ram radio wiring diagram
ransmission shift lock system, SRS airbag system, seat belt pretensioners, car audio system
Uniform tire quality grading. You can also Your Toyota dealer will help answer any Sales, U.
Tollâ€”free: obtain other information about mo- questions you may have as you read this

1â€”â€”â€” Page The relative performance can cause the material of the tire to de- loading. Your
Toyota dealer will help an- of tires depends upon the actual condi- generate and reduce tire life,
and exces Recommended location for cargo center of gravity for cargo weight rating Page
These ratings are given on the vehicle Certification Label which is located on the door latch
post on the left side of the vehicle. If weight ratings are exceeded, move or remove items to
bring all weights below the ratings. D If your vehicle will not start D If your engine stalls while
driving. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

